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“Boom times return for the global economy.” “The
global economy has grown strongly in 2017 and
will remain strong in 2018.” This is the positive
mantra of many analysts and fund managers, who
see markets heading even higher in 2018. The
problem is the link between economic growth and
stock market strength is (counter-intuitively) weak.
A light was shone on this recently by new
research from Robert Shiller (who is responsible
for the cyclically-adjusted price earnings ratio,
CAPE). CAPE does not predict bear market – but
it provides a reasonably reliable indicator of
returns in the 10 years ahead. On this occasion he
identified 13 bear markets since 1871, and
explored conditions preceding each of them.
The CAPE ratio is now above 30, and has only
ever been that high before in 1929 and 1997-2002.
Before prior bear markets CAPE was always
above the long-term trend, and averaged 22.1, but
for wars and the Great Depression. In other words,
a high CAPE indicated bear market vulnerability.
Turning to earnings, he observed that real
earnings grew by 1.8% p.a., on average, since
1881. But before all the 13 bear markets they
averaged a very high 13.3%. They are currently
running at 13.2% - expecting more real earnings
growth is therefore a negative indicator.
Is low volatility good news? (Volatility in this
case being the standard deviation of monthly
returns in the prior 12 months). The long-term
average is 3.5%. The peak month before the 13
bears was lower than this, at 3.1%, and before the
1929 crash was 2.8%. Today volatility is at an
extraordinarily low 1.2%. Uniquely vulnerable?
In short, the global bell weather US stock
market looks like it is in much the same place as it
was before prior bear markets (which Shiller
defines as 20% falls within 12 months).
Do ignore the noise from the economists and
wider investment industry – at best it is irrelevant,
and at worst it might be negatively correlated with
the likelihood of your investing success in the next
12 months. A key measure of the investment
growth you are likely to achieve is the valuations
today and the clear implication is that if you are
fully invested today you must be prepared to be
fleet of foot, have a stop-loss strategy and, importantly, have a clear plan to re-enter the market, very
possibly at a time of deep gloom, which is not easy.
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On SCSW, I have a soft spot for payment processors.
Regular readers will, of course, know I am talking
about Paysafe, which operates two healthy
businesses involved in processing credit card
payments online and supplying “e-wallets” so that
gamblers can deposit money before playing games
online.
There are two beautiful aspects to such a
business. First is the fact that once the electronic
gateways to process payments have been set up,
everything is then performed electronically with
little human intervention. Once covered, the relatively small overhead is broadly static so margins
end up being very high. Second, it is a B2B activity
- it sells its service to websites and gaming sites,
with none of the flannel and marketing associated
with selling to consumers.
I am losing Paysafe from Growth Portfolio 3
following its bid at 590p but it locks in a tidy 673%
gain on the original newsletter buy price of 76.25p
in Sept ‘12. So what could make a suitable replacement? A couple of months ago, I began taking an
interest in eServGlobal (ESG). Its HomeSend JV
offers a solution for transferring money between
mobile and bank accounts, payment cards and cash
outlets and although a different business, it shares
the two desirable characteristics and I think it has
an attractive future.

Legacy mobile money solutions business
During the month, I met with chief executive John
Conoley, who took the helm in April 2015. As
Conoley (former CEO of hand held computer
business Psion) points out, the company’s
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Always remember the risks in buying shares.
With small companies there is an above average
degree of risk compared to buying blue chips.
Please be aware that we have not assessed the
suitability of any of these investments for you.
The newsletter simply states a personal view
and diarises the editor’s investment decisions.
You should therefore consider this publication
as information only and not as a recommendation to engage in investment activity. Please
speak to your stockbroker or other qualified
individual to ascertain whether any of these
companies mentioned would form useful
additions to your own portfolios. Past performance is no indication of future success.

HomeSend joint venture gives investors the chance
to participate in something very special. The
investment rationale is however complicated by the
fact that ESG still has to contend with a legacy
lossmaking business, which supplies mobile
money platforms in emerging countries. However,
after many years of losses and chasing unprofitable
contracts, this problematic business is finally on the
mend and Conoley says it will be at EBITDA
breakeven in the final quarter of 2017.
ESG was established in 1991 in Australia as an
integrated IT services business and joined AIM in
2004. That business wasn’t going anywhere fast
but it subsequently acquired FERA for Eu38m,
which had developed a mobile money platform,
PayMobile, for mobile network operators
(MNOs).
The PayMobile software is sold mainly to
MNOs in emerging markets. As most phones there
are prepaid, there is the functionality needed to
operate a prepay service catering for both electronic and physical scratch cards. Second, it allows ewallets to be set up, so a customer can load up
money on their phone and use it to then pay for a
range of online services. The third function
focuses on remittances, the money immigrants
send to their families in their home countries.
Mastercard takes stake in HomeSend JV
It was whilst doing development work in the latter
area a few years ago that management began to
realise the size of the market for global remittances
and established HomeSend as a separate business
unit in Belgium specifically to target this market,
teaming up with Belgian wholesale carrier service
provider BICS at the time to start developing the
system.
Two and a half years ago, HomeSend then
attracted the attention of US financial giant
Mastercard, which ended up taking a stake,
diluting ESG to 35.7% and BICS to 8% of the
HomeSend JV. The platform was built by ESG and
funding was predominantly supplied by
Mastercard but also funded by ESG in several
tranches, the most recent investment being funded
by a placing at 9p in October.
Since Mastercard became involved it has

straightened up the processes and moved the
software to a new data centre. It has also renamed
the service Mastercard Send for Cross Border and
made it look and feel just like any other Mastercard
service, which it promotes to its 22,000 financial
institutions, so take-up is expected to climb very
quickly. The consequent size of the market has
become a moving target.
Mind boggling potential
So what is HomeSend? As I am learning,
HomeSend is basically a global remittance hub
enabling business to business cross-border
transfers, allowing the sender to transfer funds at a
low cost through the HomeSend secure network of
money transfer operators and banks.
When the HomeSend service was started, the
market was thought of as basically foreign workers
who want to send small amounts, such as US$100,
to loved ones back home.
Historically, much of this money would have
been sent in cash through traditional money
transfer services like Western Union and
MoneyGram. Senders handed over cash, filled out
forms and paid high fees. The recipients often had
to trek to major cities to retrieve the money, taking
time out from work and paying for transportation.
The problem was compounded because the
majority of recipients in emerging markets do not
participate in the formal financial system. They
have no bank accounts and no credit cards. In subSaharan Africa, for instance, only 34% of adults
have a bank account or credit card, according to the
World Bank’s Global Findex; in south Asia the
number is 46%. The numbers are lower still among
the poorest residents and even those who do have
bank accounts often find themselves hundreds of
miles away from their nearest branch (I am starting
to have the same problem in the UK when I look for
an HSBC branch as all of them seem to be shutting
down - Editor).
However, the drop in the cost of smart phones
and the rise of mobile connectivity in many of these
countries – in many African countries, for example,
mobile phone ownership has grown to 80% - has
meant digital financial services are becoming an
ever more popular approach to the problem of
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including a broader range of people in the financial
system.
HomeSend’s more simple solution is to allow
payments to go directly from any partner, including
leading money transfer organizations, gaming
wallets, banks, shops and distributors connected to
the HomeSend hub, to any other partner on the hub.
Funds can be sent directly to a user’s mobile
wallet but it could easily be redirected by the recipient to a bank account, to a payment card, to a cash
outlet or even their gaming account. Remittances
are delivered in minutes rather than days, with total
visibility at both ends, on timing as well as commission and exchange rates.
HomeSend has naturally taken some time to set
up its required global links but Conoley says it now
has thousands of remittance corridors in place (eg.
UK to Bahrain). Had ESG been going it alone in
trying to do this, I wouldn’t have been very interested but Mastercard’s influence scores highly.
HomeSend acts as a facilitator
One of the other exciting aspects of its business
model is that there is no significant marketing cost to
the global general public as deals are signed with
banks and network operators and neither senders nor
receivers would see the HomeSend network, which
is merely a facilitator.
Finncap estimates HomeSend’s ‘gross revenue’
- i.e the average commission on transfers - to be 5%.
Although this is only their guesstimate at the
moment, it compares to a global average of 8%
commission for money transfer organisations.
HomeSend’s net fee after payaways to its partners is
expected to be 1% of the original transaction
volume although for larger amounts it is likely to be
lower.
Just a year ago, analysts at broker Finncap
noted that the market for total remittances flowing
to developing countries was US$610bn. Wetting his
finger and putting it in the air, the analyst tentatively
pointed out that given Mastercard was driving the
service (and for comparison of ambition and opportunity, Mastercard has a 26% share of all global card
transactions), if HomeSend was to achieve similar
penetration rates for the global remittance market in
years to come, at a 1% net commission it would
generate recurring annual income of US$1.6bn for
the JV.
The broker estimated that HomeSend’s cost
base of around 50 staff was close to a full complement and with offices and professional fees on top,
it equated to an annual running cost of Eu10m. With
that relatively small fixed cost base, the analyst
reckons margins would be 99% or so and it would
become highly profitable relatively quickly: ESG
would receive a 35% share of that (over US$540m
profit annually from the JV). A mouthwatering
prospect for investors.
Applicable market up from US$610bn to
US$22tn
But now the network is in place, Mastercard has
developed aspirations beyond the original market
and wants to take the service into new markets such
as international P2P, B2B and interbank payments
and transfers. These represent huge money flows
both domestically and internationally, worth an
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There is often a dash for bombed out shares
around the turn of the year. This year is the turn of
Microsaic (MSYS; 3.8p), down from a float
price of 47p in 2011. The company, which has
developed the world’s smallest mass
spectrometer, is a spinout from Imperial College.
Traditionally, these instruments, which provide a
reliable method for identifying substances, are
bulky – over 6ft long and weighing 15st - but
Microsaic’s system is the size of a small
microwave and can be used in the field to analyse
substances, from early-stage drugs to the purity
of drinking water. With limited resources (net
cash £4m; market cap £6.9m), the business has
outsourced manufacturing and is working with
global partners to bring the mini mass
spectrometer to market. One partner is
integrating the instrument with its own purifying
equipment to develop bioprocessing functionality for biologics. Most drugs are synthesized in
the laboratory through one or more chemical
reactions and their molecular structure is well
established; biologics, on the other hand, are
complex proteins that cannot be created from a
series of chemical reactions but are made from
living cells and the equipment aims to ensure that
they are produced and purified correctly to retain
the specific activity, without introducing harmful
substances or degrading the biologic product.
Tech specialist Herald has an 11.8% stake. A wild
gamble!

estimated US$225 trillion and instead of US$100
typically being sent per transaction, it is likely be
US$50,000+, says Conoley.
This takes its potential market into the trillion
dollar scale and Finncap says the system is applicable to around a tenth of this larger market - ie.
US$22 trillion. Apply a small penetration and a low
commission and you get dizzying profit potential.
As Conoley says, this is not a hard sale as
Mastercard already has the existing relationships
and he expects to see some of the largest Mastercard
customer banks take up the service. Contracts have
already been signed with 15 banks including
Standard Chartered, KEB Hana and Atlas Mara.
There is of course an implementation stage for
banks but HomeSend is working through this. Once
in place and backed by the Mastercard network,
banks further benefit from simplified settlement as
well as Mastercard’s network and compliance
expertise. Deals with some grade one banks are
reckoned to be close.
Whilst HomeSend was lossmaking in 2017, on
the basis of current contracts, its management has
publicly set a target to pass a breakeven point
towards the end of this year and show a profit in
2018 based on a volume of US$4.3bn.
Increasing pace of proof points
There are, of course, some caveats with a business
like this. The management of HomeSend is largely in
the hands of Mastercard albeit ESG now has two
directors on the board (BICS has one and Mastercard
the other three). There also isn’t yet a formal

mechanism for how the cash will be extracted from
the joint venture once it starts to pile up.
Someone could also come up with a better
mousetrap; new patent filings from Mastercard for
instance show how the credit card giant is looking at
a blockchain-based database to facilitate businessto-business transactions, guaranteeing that merchants don’t need to wait days before receiving
funds for their products. But Conoley points out a
recent quote from Ajay Banga, Mastercard CEO,
which highlights HomeSend as a key tool for B2B
payments, adding that a blockchain equivalent is
probably ten years into the future. Before that, it
seems that HomeSend is going to build that
mountain of cash and will be taken over by
Mastercard. I am a buyer. PS. let the price settle if
market makers hike them on the first trading day.
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There is a piece of stockmarket wisdom that
suggests housewives make the best investors
because they shop more frequently and whilst out
shopping, they observe the best products. As a
typical man, I don’t do much shopping but I have
teenage daughters and younger boys looked after by
a nanny and watching what they are all up to helps
keep me on trend.
The first time I came across Footasylum, which
sells footwear and clothing online and through its
stores, was a year ago when one of my daughters
bought some Adidas Originals trainers. I assumed it
was just an independent store and hadn’t realised
that it was a chain with a good pedigree with the
involvement of both John Wardle and David Makin,
who had originally set up JD Sports (the John and
David in the JD name). The duo took JD from a
single store in Bury in 1981 to a national chain.
Makin left to set up Footasylum in 2005 and Wardle
then joined three years later to become
Footasylum’s chief executive. And now it seems
that they have created another high growth business
with a strong track record of delivery.
I had forgotten about Footasylum until it made
its debut on AIM last month. Having looked at it
more closely I think it is rather churlish to say this
is just a JD lookalike. It seems even more hip. My
nanny, who shops at the store, points out that the
company has a rather different product set, including its own exclusive home grown brands. She
already had an app on her phone so she showed me
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the flash sales and online exclusives that regularly
arise. It didn’t take much further research to realise
that this isn’t just a store rollout story but a business
that is right up there with the best e-commerce merchants.

Online accounts for third of sales
Sales have risen from £78m to £147m between
February 15-17, a 37% annual clip. Over the same
period, EBITDA has ballooned from £2.2m to
£11.2m, a 126% annual clip. Of that, e-commerce
sales have rocketed from £17.5m to £42m in the
three years to February 2017 and that means they
now account for 29% of total sales. But the astonishing fact is that even at this early stage,
Footasylum’s brands resonate so well overseas that
although it has never marketed internationally, 9%
of sales online derive from overseas. As it plans to
launch new country specific websites in selected
markets in the coming year, this adds a hugely
exciting dimension to the story - when ASOS
launches a country-specific site, conversion rates
triple in many cases as the site offers local language
and payment currency.
As I describe below, Footasylum has also
started a wholesale business for distributing its own
brand ranges into the likes of ASOS; it has widened
its ranges to include womenswear; and it is also
opening 8-10 new stores a year. I think a snowballing momentum is about to develop. Although
there is a January trading update due shortly, the
first half was strong and I am happy to stick my
neck out and buy the shares.

Footwear driven by Adidas and Nike
Footasylum was established in 2005 when Makin
opened the first store in Wilmslow. In 2010 Makin’s
daughter, Clare Nesbit, took the reins as chief
executive from Wardle who became chairman.
Under her tenure the company has grown from 15
stores to the present 62. The company is still
dominated by the Makin family, who hold a 63%
stake after the listing.
From the start the company had spotted a gap in
the market for retailing “on-trend,” “in demand”
product ranges, sourced from an extensive stable of
third party and own brands, which combine established sports and casual branded footwear and
apparel with up-and-coming brands and own label
products.
Like JD, its key strengths are the relationships
it has built with the international sports goods suppliers including Nike and Adidas (which are half of
sales) and also other less obvious sports brands
including Armani Jeans, Asics, Ralph Lauren,
Tommy Hilfiger, Nicce London, Siksilk and Gym
King. Training and fashion footwear together
account for 58% of sales, whilst clothing and accessories is the other 42%.

Exclusives make outlets destination stores
Exclusive products are important to make the outlets
genuine destination stores and footwear in particular
has accelerated recent like-for-like growth performance at Footasylum.
Adidas Originals is a key example here. You

might not have spotted the trend for retro trainers
shoes but the full-year outlook statement in July
from German company Adidas saw it hike its
forecast for 2017 currency-neutral sales, which are
now expected to rise between 17-19% and profit is
forecast to increase 26-28%. It’s not a single
isolated incident either; Adidas Originals has helped
Adidas break recent records and profits surpassed
Eu1bn for the first time ever in 2016 and they
expect to see no let up until at least 2020. Originals,
Climacool, Tubular, Performance, Gazelles and
Hamburgs might not mean much to me but for kids
this is the latest must have stuff.
There are a limited number of chains at which
these trainers are available. Sports Direct, which
operates in value end discounted goods and similar
lower end rivals, might want to have the Adidas,
Nike or Reebok’s absolute top of the range items
but it is inaccessible to them and so the likes of
Footasylum stores become a mecca for trendsetters.

Stable of own label clothing brands
Another point worth mentioning is that there is a
bigger margin on clothing vs footwear and
reinforcing the exclusive ranges again, Footasylum
has levered in-house design expertise to curate a
stable of own brands it sells alongside the big brands.
History has shown that it is nigh on impossible
to get traction for an own label footwear range but
not so for clothing and clothing brand “Kings Will
Dream,” which was launched at the end of FY14, is
now the third bestselling brand overall at
Footasylum. Its other own brands include Glorious
Gangsta, Condemned Nation and Alessandro
Zavetti. The price points may be lower on own
brand than on external brands but my guess is that
the gross margins are going to be a whole lot better
for these than Nike or Adidas.

Real differentiation in customer versus JD
Its customers are where the real differentiation with
JD begins. Footasylum sees its customers as collections of six types of audiences, which it calls “tribes,”
each with a nuanced demographic and regional
profile. It knows they are trend followers so it creates
ranges of products that resonate well with them and
which are underserved by existing brands.
Looking at the Kings Will Dream and Glorious
Gangsta dedicated websites, I can’t help but get the
notion that when you have the latest Adidas kicks,
one of these tribes might accessorise it with a white
t-shirt several sizes bigger than what would be considered a normal t-shirt fit; of course you have to
‘rep’ your team so you need clothes with the big
KWD logo. Then you add some ripped jeans from
the vast selection (although I was pleased I couldn’t
find those awful loose-fitting pants that hang a bit
too low on your hips on the website - I understand
these became trendy among urban youths whose
belts were confiscated in prison, resulting in a lowslung baggy style among real-life gang members Editor).
I am not here to judge. Just like Boohoo has
succeeded in creating the cheap skimpy fast fashion
young girls crave, Footasylum’s in-house design
team is equally adept at facilitating short lead times

from concept to store to capitalise on fast moving
trends.

75 wholesale agreements in place
What is happening though, which is hugely advantageous to Footasylum, is that other retailers want to
sell the Footasylum ranges too and earlier this year it
set up a wholesale arm. Kings Will Dream became
the first own brand to be distributed in this way and
there are now 75 wholesale arrangements in place,
the most significant being with ASOS, which has
retailed Kings Will Dream globally since March.
The beautiful aspect to wholesale is that not
only does it allow Footasylum to break into new
geographies, without the need to deploy significant
levels of capex but also that historically, Footasylum
had to keep production runs on own-brands short
but the longer runs now possible should make for
higher profit margins. Wholesale didn’t exist in
2017 but will be reported as a separate segment this
year to end February and will be boosted by expansion in both product categories and large wholesale
accounts for Spring/Summer 2018.

Store payback is only 18 months
Whilst wholesale is flying, so too is retail and ecommerce. Retail sales were 71% of overall sales in
2017. Footasylum trades from 61 stores in the UK –
in a variety of high street, mall and retail park
locations - and has a medium-term target for 150
stores. Opening up 8-10 stores p.a. as it has done for
each of the last two years underpins double-digit
retail sales growth on this side of the business and is
a level it can self fund into the future.
Footasylum has a very clear idea of the towns
and streets it would like to operate from. There are
presently 13 stores in the pipeline and having historically taken smaller stores, it has found that store
size has been a bit of a limiting factor in terms of
absolute store contributions, flagging that it is keen
to expand the footprint within the M25 and to accelerate the opening of megastores in excess of 6,000
sq ft in some locations.
The average quoted retailer achieves a new
store payback of two-to-three years. But eye-poppingly, Footasylum has a target payback of two
years, although the business has achieved a store
payback of 18 months for the last 22 openings,
including landlord contributions.
In particular, the company notes that larger
stores allow it to allocate more womenswear space
(its historical sales have predominantly been of
menswear products, accounting for 71% of sales,
with 8% womenswear and 19% childrenswear).
The placing in November raised £63.4m. Of
that, the company got £37.5m after expenses, of
which it has used £18.7m to pay down preference
shares and £3.9m to repay a loan made to the
company by chairman John Wardle leaving the
business well placed to fund its rollout. The warehouse footprint seems sufficient to deliver the
group’s short to medium-term growth aspirations.
Warehousing and customer services were doubled in
June to 277,000 sq ft across two sites. There is still a
bit more investment to come, however, particularly
in revamping its web platforms (eg. personalisation).
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Online likely to outpace retail
Online sales growth is likely to outpace the growth of
bricks and mortar stores over the next five years and
become an increasingly more important channel.
Currently e-commerce revenues represent 29% of
Footasylum’s sales - this is materially ahead of most
lifestyle brands and retailers, which are c.13.8%
according to Verdict and is explained by the focus on
the youth fashion market and the relatively high
online activity of 16-24 year olds.
Advertising includes digital tools such as
PayPerClick (PPC) social media engagement and
fashion vloggers as well as advertising at high
profile football and boxing matches. This has been
one of the main drivers of new customer acquisition
and also significantly boosts brand awareness.
The website carries the entire product range as
well as online exclusives and promotions and allows
the company to test new products and brands ahead
of rolling them out across its store estate. Typically,
however, online sales are more footwear oriented
than in-store sales and as a result have a higher
average order value but lower gross margins. It
offers free delivery above a £50 threshold and a
click and collect option is available free of charge
from all stores. Website improvements this year will
be concentrated on delivering foreign language sites
and more currency options.
Gross margins last year went up 2% to 45.9%
despite higher e-commerce revenue in the mix
(which has a high mix of lower margin footwear
sales) and inflation on costs of footwear and
clothing. Footasylum’s EBITDA margin of 7.6% in
2017 was up from 5.5% as economies of scale
kicked in. Having invested heavily in systems,
people and infrastructure ahead of growth, central
costs will see a step change this year but Footasylum
now has an operationally geared platform that can
be leveraged as volumes grow. I see no reason why
margins can’t push towards JD Sports’ 10% so I
have included broker Liberum’s “bull case” forecasts (10 new sites and 40% ecommerce growth) in
my table, with a profit before tax of £9.9m this year,
followed by £12.5m and £17m. An exciting growth
share and a quick gain of 25% since I wrote about
it last month. Await the Christmas trading update on
11 January; JD’s update is also due on 17 January.

UPDATES

Telford Homes (TEF)
Sector: Home Construction

426p

According to Jon Di-Stefano, chief executive of
Telford, the reason Telford shares remain underrated
boils down to general caution over housebuilders
operating in prime central London, even though
Telford’s developments are in inner/East London and
its average sale price is <£600k. Open market prices
are actually trending up in low single digits in its
localities and whilst the punitive tax and stamp duty
measures introduced by the Chancellor have deterred
the UK private investor, demand from overseas
investors is high due to a beneficial exchange rate.

He also reiterates that he has derisked the
business in the past 18 months with four Private
Rented Sector (PRS) deals, a mechanism where a
fund buys a whole scheme. Whilst gross margins are
lower (27.6% for the open market completions
versus 17.5% for PRS in the latest H1), Telford
doesn’t require its own capital to build a scheme and
it can recognise profit as a construction contract
during the build phase (none of the four has yet
completed). For these reasons Telford is able to
grow quicker than it could otherwise - its pipeline,
which presently stands at 4,200 homes worth £1.4
billion, doesn’t include the PRS units.
Consequently, due to the natural timing of developments, even though the latest H1 saw fewer completions, the PRS income meant profits didn’t
plummet. As it was, sales were slightly lower at
£99.3m. Pretax profit was £8.7m versus £9m and as
the completions fold into the second half, a much
stronger H2 is expected. Telford has 95% of its sales
in the bag to achieve broker estimates of £44m
pretax profit, with 65% of next year’s £50m expectation also. I remain a buyer.
Victoria (VCP)
Sector: AIM, Domestic Goods

813p

Victoria has reported H1 results. Sales were up 24%
to £190m (2% like-for-like) with pretax profit and
eps both up 26% to £15.5m and 12.6p. But these
numbers are academic given the two transformational ceramic deals last month add 80% to sales.
During the month I met Geoff Wilding again
who notes there have now been four years of margin
improvement on the carpet side with margins up
from 5% to 14% and further “self help” should see
this reach 16-17% within a couple of years, in part
supported by the decision to close the Kidderminster
site in the latest period. By relocating the work to the
remaining two carpet sites, he can fill up day time
occupation of workers. Wilding is also looking to
rationalise the logistics function and Kidderminster
becomes a new distribution centre in April.
Of course Victoria now has the two ceramic
businesses (Serra and Keraben) which have 30%+
gross margins, double that of carpets. Wilding says
the high margin boils down to technology, noting
that he had spent most of this summer trawling 87
potential ceramic acquisitions before alighting on
the final two. Under invested plants typically have
5-10% margins whereas the better businesses, like
the ones bought, have 30%+.
H1 saw strong growth in both the UK (+17% to
£131m) and in Australia (+42%) but the H2 mix will
change as the big ceramic markets are western
Europe. The UK is the fifth largest for ceramics and
Wilding expects plenty of cross selling using its UK
carpet distribution force (similar to cross selling
underlay, which formed earlier acquisitions).
Despite the orgy of acquisitions, net debt is
modest at £98.6m (1.8x net debt to EBITDA when
you include a full year contribution from acquisitions in the period), providing around £30m for
other deals. For the full year to end March, the
forecast is £39.5m pretax profit / eps 30p, lifting to
£70.8m/46.3p next year but I suspect more deals
will be along soon to galvanise the share price. Keep
on buy list.

Patisserie Holdings (CAKE)
Sector: AIM, Travel and Leisure

355p

A near vertical climb for the shares followed full year
results for the year to 30 September. Sales were up
10% to £114m. Growing economies of scale helped
offset rent and national living wage increases and
pretax profit was up 17% to £20.2m. Eps were up
19% to 16.2p.
Having opened ten stores in H1, it opened 7 in
H2 to end with 199. All but one of the new stores
were under the Patisserie Valerie brand. Revenues
from this brand were £84m, up 14% driven by the
new space, better online sales (up 26% to £4.8m) and
a supply agreement with 18 Sainsbury’s counters.
The average store payback period remained under 23
months (ahead of its 24 month target). Revenues
from the group’s other brands were generally flat.
Despite the new openings net cash climbed once
more to £21.5m (2016: £13.3m) and Canaccord
forecasts net cash to balloon to more than £56m
within two years. An acquisition has been elusive but
it’s interesting to note that CEO Luke Johnson is also
a 60% shareholder in Bread Holdings, which runs 38
Gail’s bakeries and a wholesale business called
Bread Factory and has appointed KPMG to advise
on options for the company. A snug fit. Await developments.
GB Group (GBG)
Sector: Aim, S’ware & Computer Services

434p

I met new CEO Chris Clark and finance director
Dave Wilson during the month, the day GB reported
its excellent H1. Including a full six months from
IDScan (two months last year) and a first six months
from PCA, sales jumped by 40% to £52.6m (12%
organic excluding one large once off software
contract), operating profits increased 101% to
£10.4m and eps went up from 3.6p to 6.1p. Operating
margin lifted by 6% to 20% helped by a maiden
contribution from PCA.
Clark’s remit is to grow GB internationally. It’s
early days and international was 30% of total sales
with the growth mostly driven by its ID verification
service, ID3global. DecTech, which is mainly used
by large banks and manages the process of opening
bank/debit/credit card accounts and is installed into
their workflow, also performed strongly internationally; in China five out of the top 10 banks now use it
along with eight out of the top 10 in Malaysia.
With mostly annual renewable licences, the
growth is backed by significant deferred revenues
(up 53% to £23.7m) and this supports the expectation that growth will accelerate in H2. H2 is always
a busier time anyway and this year will include a full
six months of the PCA acquisition. Keep on buy list.
WANdisco (WAND)
570p
Sector: AIM, Software & Computer Services

WANdisco has placed 2.97m new shares (7.8% of the
equity) at 550p to raise £16.3m before costs. Directors
including David Richards and Yeturu Aahlad have
also sold 1.04m shares at the same price. Earlier in the
month, WANdisco signed an OEM agreement with
Virtustream, Dell’s cloud business. Virtustream will
sell Fusion as an embedded replication solution for
hybrid cloud - so essentially this replicates the IBM
deal where IBM sells Fusion embedded in IBM Big
Replicate. The contract is for an initial three years and
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has a minimum committed value of US$3.5m with
fixed royalty payments.
Having suggested topslicing at close to the peak at
c.£8, it’s time to buy back.
Luceco (LUCE)
Sector: Electronic & Electrical Equipment

113p

I recall meeting the CEO not long ago, an economics
graduate from Cambridge and a rather bookish sort
who has been at the helm for about a decade. I just
never saw the statement coming that Luceco put out,
warning that it will miss forecasts due to gross margins
weakening. Luceco now expects gross margins of
33% in H2 down from 35% in H1.
Luceco supplies wiring accessories and portable
power, which have high market shares and LED
lighting, which is high growth. Screwfix is a big
customer and its own expansion is helping growth.
The c.5% move in the Chinese RMB against the US$
(in which much of the group’s sales are priced) are to
blame for margin weakness. That explanation should
have warranted a small share price drop as costs are
contractually passed through albeit with an inevitable
time lag but what didn’t sit too well was that there has
been an error in accounting for internal inventory at
the Chinese manufacturing facility and this meant it
didn’t know what stock it had, which masked the
margin pressures. Luceco is guiding to a £4.4m
impact, a 21% shortfall with the forecast reduced to
pretax profit of £16.5m/7p eps for the year ended
December with a recovery to £21m/10.5p this year.
Obviously one never knows how deep the rabbit hole
goes in a situation like this but I am inclined to
average down/buy. Watch out for high volume days.
D4T4 Solutions (D4T4)
141.5p
Sector: AIM, Software & Computer Services

Shares in D4T4 were punished after it delivered a
surprise H1 loss. D4T4 had clearly failed to properly
signal to the market that profits would be H2 weighted
(20:80) in the year due to rather unusual contract
phasing (the first time the market learnt of the extreme
weighting was these interims).
As it was, sales were down from £10m to £4.75m
and adjusted loss was £0.38m versus a £2.12m profit
in H1 last year. Net cash was £3.9m. In terms of mix,
project work was down 76% to £1.5m, licence sales
were down 40% to £0.9m in H1, while recurring
revenue was flat at £2.4m.
A large number of major contracts are expected
to be both signed and delivered during H2 and forecasts have remained unchanged ie. £18.5m revenue
and £5.1m pretax profit is required in H2 to meet the
original expectations. That compares with £7.6m and
£2.1m, respectively, in H2 last year. D4T4 says that
since the start of H2, it has already secured several
contracts including one with a leading US financial
services company and one with a major European
bank. In addition it has 14 major contracts in the final
stages of agreement, the majority with existing customers; it has to book 80% of them over the next 3
months to deliver on expectations.
Taking their comments at face value, the fall is
overdone and as confidence returns that it will
achieve its forecast £4.7m pretax profit / eps 10p, I
expect the shares to bounce. Three directors bought
315,000 shares at 123p-133.3p. The company has
also started a modest buyback. I am a buyer.

On The Beach (OTB)
Sector: Tourism &Leisure

464p

Following the 7% growth in H1, OTB grew sales by
an astonishing 70% in H2 - and it did so without
increasing its non-marketing costs. Overall as it was,
sales for the year to end September were £83.6m,
delivering pretax profit up 33% to £28.5m and eps up
35% to 17.6p.
Sales in the UK went up 11% to £81.9m (14%
excluding Sunshine.co.uk acquired in May, which
has been fully integrated onto the OTB platform) and
profit was up 38% to £26m. Daily unique visitors to
the UK site increased by 13% to 66m. Historically,
OTB invested >50% of revenue in marketing but has
reduced the cost of customer acquisition (Google
cost per click and marketing) thanks to its proprietary
bid management software and more visitors navigating to the website by directly typing its URL, so that
spend fell to 41%. A further keynote is that the proportion of hotel rooms directly contracted with hoteliers grew to 65%, pushing margins up.
Internationally, revenues (eBeach brand) were
up 48% to £1.7m with a loss of £2m reflecting continued marketing investment. The first site in
Sweden is covering the cost of marketing, Norway is
still early days and the launch of a third international
site in Demark is imminent.
Peel Hunt forecasts eps of 22.2p this year and
27.3p next year. Holidays were skewed into the
Western Med last year due to terrorism but with
airlines once again revving supply of flights to
Greece, Cyprus, Tunisia and Turkey, there should be
good opportunities for OTB this year and I remain a
buyer. Gain to date: 92%.

Game Digital (GMD)
Sector: General Retailers

57p

Servelec (SERV)
Sector: Software & Computer Services

318p

The shares touched 60p at one point after Game said
it had sold its Multiplay Digital business for £19m.
Multiplay operates the group's online game serverhosting business for game developers, as well as a
direct Business to Consumer (B2C) game hosting
service and is lossmaking - last year it made a loss of
£0.8m on sales of £4.5m. Amazing sale by Game.
Upon completion, Game is left with its multichannel retail businesses and its e-sports and live
gaming initiatives. Net cash climbs to £66m from
£47m - 38.6p a share. A sound hold.

Late news last month was that Montagu PE made a
recommended offer of 313p per share, valuing
Servelec at £223.9m. Servelec has two business units
– health & social care software and SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) systems for the
water sector and was a main buy in April ’14 at 270p.
As no counter offer has emerged in the past month, the
deal appears cut and dried. Take profits.
Idox (IDOX)
36.75p
Sector: AIM, Software & Computer Services

Given its high recurring revenues from longstanding
local authority customers, there has been disappointing and unexpected developments at Idox. First
it has said that due to customer disruption in the wake
of last June's General Election, sign-off on some
contract wins, especially within health and transport,
had slipped, resulting in an impact to 2017 profit

although the new financial year had started starting
strongly. Then in a separate announcement a few
weeks later it said management had identified a
number of revenue items that should not be included
in 2017 and consequently ebitda for FY17 will now
be c. £20m, 25% below the £27.2m expectation just a
few months ago. The situation has been complicated
by the sudden absence of Andrew Riley, Idox's CEO,
due to illness. The former CEO of Idox, whose
sickness Riley was himself covering, will now step in
as interim CEO.
Net debt is c.£30m, which means it is trading on
7.5x EV/EBITDA, half the sector average. Results,
which had been expected on 20 December, will now
be in February. A big overhang in the shares was
cleared before Christmas; average down.
Solid State (SOLI)
Sector: AIM, Electrical Equipment

440p

Although established in 1971, it’s only in the last year
that Redditch-based Solid State’s CEO Gary Marsh
seems to have had a rush of blood to the head and laid
out his strategy of doubling sales and profits within
five years. The first H1 period within this saw it make
inroads in terms of sales but there was a slight profit
miss. Overall, sales grew by 12% to £22.4m but
pretax profit was down 20% to £1.6m for eps of
16.1p.
It’s therefore easy to imagine that Solid State has
stumbled in the first furlong but having met Marsh
again last month, I am happy to give him the benefit
of the doubt especially as the picture looks better for
H2 for three reasons.
First, Manufacturing sales were up 7% in H1 but
there was a change in mix/margin ie. more power
and computing revenues, which were lower margin
whilst its communications business, which supplies
complex antennae (and punches above its weight in
gross margins) saw a lengthening of the sales cycle
and reduced sales. Post the period end, the antennae
side has won an MOD contract worth £0.5m for
mesh radios to be delivered in H2.
Second, Creasefield, the battery business
acquired last year, recorded a loss on £0.8m sales in
H1 as was expected and prices have since been
increased and it will move into the black in H2.
Lastly, the sales force added 7 heads in H1
(+50%) at a cost of £600k and the benefits are
starting to come through. Meanwhile, the order book
stands at £20.1m (+38%), much for delivery in the
next 12 months, leaving it well placed to meet forecasts. I remain a buyer.
Future (FUTR)
Sector: Media

424p

Full year results to end September saw sales up 43%
to £84.4m and pretax profit up from £2.6m to £8.3m.
Adjusted eps were 21p.
Magazines grew 43% to £50.3m and benefited
from the added scale and operational efficiencies following the acquisitions of Imagine, Team Rock and
Home Interest. Apart from its ability to control costs
such as distribution and software, it’s the content
from this side that drives the Media arm.
Media grew 43% to £34.1m, of which 34% was
organic. Future said its online audience grew 18% to
53.3m monthly online users and was monetised
through e-commerce (+107% to £8.9m), events
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(+58% to £5.2m) and display advertising (+21% to
£19.5m). Anyone looking online will notice that the
last two acquisitions have seen new media communities swiftly launched in music and home interest
(eg. Realhomes.com in November) and includes lots
of e-commerce links via Hawk. Fast work.
Net debt stands at £10m. ZBM says she will
consider paying a dividend this year and I suspect
another acquisition will pop up soon. Meanwhile, yet
another upgrade emerges with this year’s pretax
profit/eps increased to £13.4m/22.5p. I remain a
buyer.
SQS (SQS)
Sector: AIM, Computer Services

Bid: 325p

SQS has received a knockout cash bid from Assystem
Tech at a massive 290p or 56% premium to the
prevailing price. The offer, worth 825p a share, values
the business at £281.3m. The shares had been a bit soft
during the summer after a slightly weak H1 due to
some contract losses but a stronger H2 was expected.
On the basis of Numis’ eps forecast of Eu49.9 cents
for the current year with Eu53 cents next year, it looks
a very attractive offer on a PE of 18.6 dropping to 17.5.
We profiled the shares at 202.5p in April ‘12 and the
bid locks in a 302% gain. Accept the offer.
Kainos (KNOS)
Sector: Tech - Software & Services

340p

Lighting the blue touch paper under the shares was the
interim statement, with a pretax profit of £7.1m, sales
of £41.4m and eps of 4.9p, all broadly flat.
With the statement, Irish eyes and SCSW readers
too were smiling because Kainos achieved sales
orders in H1 18 totalling £63.4m, which is an exceptional 94% increase. Included in this figure is £5.3m of
SaaS product sales orders, an increase of 253%. This
has resulted in very strong 43% growth in backlog
orders to £97.1m. And the profit in future is likely to
pour out in cash in time with net cash already up to
£27.3m from £20.3m.
Kainos is diversifying on all fronts. Coming from
a service background, SaaS and software-related
revenues, which ultimately make the business more
valuable and scalable, continued to climb and are now
15% of total revenue with 104 customers now using
Kainos Smart, for automated testing of the Workday
suite (from 64); Evolve Integrated Care is now live in
45 US hospitals (nil) and the EMR product, which is
already used by 110 NHS hospitals as an on premise
solution, has just sold its first cloud version.
International revenues now account for 26% of the
total and commercial clients represent 36% and is
growing at a faster pace than government work.
I know some people might have thought the
headline growth rate insipid but three things are worth
pointing out; (a) there was £0.4m more expensed on
R&D than the year before (b) Kainos raised its headcount by 50 to 1019, with most of the new joiners on
the Workday side of things and this penalised earnings
as it takes time for them to get them revenue earning;
(c) two new workday offices opened in Germany and
Copenhagen; and (d) more of the work is in the form
of SaaS, which sees income deferred for future years.
Investec forecasts eps of 10.2p for the current year and
12.5p next.
It’s easy to see why the shares finally took off. But what
took you so long? Gain to date : 80%.

2018 NAP
SELECTIONS

173.5p in September ‘16 and is a NAP repeated
from last year. It is a low-risk fashion retailer that
offers timeless classics with a modern twist. Over
the past three years, Joules has
increased its store base from 80 to
2017 NAPS: Gain 23.1%
High Change 104 sites, growing store sales by
Recd Latest Change
73% overall. It has increased
Price p (%)
Company
Price p Price p (%)
2000
SuperGroup
1980 +21.8
1625
+23.1 online sales by 62% to represent
100
Redcentric
92
+0.5
91.5
+9.3 35% of total sales; grown large
389
Patisserie Holdings
355 +13.2
313.5
+24.1
(John Lewis, Next) and small
16.2
Filtronic
9.9
-15.7
11.75
+37.9
wholesale
revenues by 66% and
436
IG Design
398 +64.5
242
+80.2
Warpaint
314 +128.4 established the international
137.5 242.5 +76.4
Gresham Tech
180 +39.0
215
129.5
+66.0 business, which is c.12% of sales.
InnovaDerma
422 +125.7 Forecast eps is 12p this year
187 231.5 +23.8
Altitude
73
145
-19.8
91
+59.3
starting 1 June, lifting to 15.1p
Joules
280 +27.6
219.5
325
+48.1
+23.1
Average Gain
+60.2 and 17.6p as operating leverage
comes through. PEG of <1.
As it’s the turn of the year, it’s time for me to return to • The collapse of British low cost airline Monarch,
what’s become a SCSW tradition for the past 25 years which sold flights and also 300,000 holidays a year,
- The New Year NAPS - my mini shortlist of shares is boosting Dart (DTG; 681p), which under CEO
for the year ahead. With my NAPS I try to look for Philip Meeson has metamorphosed rapidly from a
shares that can reasonably rise 30-40% or more - business flying flowers from Jersey/Guernsey to the
none of your 2% nonsense. Last year we had two that UK into a travel business. Travel combines both its
doubled at one point, the same as the year before. airline in the north of the UK, flying 217 routes to 55
Unusually both of last year’s were in the cosmetics destinations in the Mediterranean, Canary Islands
space, Innovaderma and Warpaint (PZ Cussons and European leisure cites and its package holiday
must be up 300+ times since the 1970s so don’t business, Jet2holidays.com, the UK’s third largest
pooh-pooh the sector - Editor). IG Design also came ATOL licensed package holidays tour operator.
close with an 80% gain (nice to see a director buy at
In contrast to most airlines, Dart owns the
this level recently) but by the year end, Brexit majority of the 75 Boeing 737-300s (up from 64 a
concerns and profit taking had shaded the mini year ago) and Jet2holidays exclusively uses those
portfolio’s gains from 60.2% (gain-to-high) to a still flights, which provides a very significant base load
respectable 23.1%.
of demand for the airline. Interims in December
This month’s lineup features growth shares were better than expected (operating profit +30% to
once again. Many are old favourites, which if you £212.5m of which £202.5m was from travel and the
are a regular reader you will already own but there rest from the legacy logistics business), driven by
are a couple of recovery stories and a joker in the strong volume growth. Since the H1, Dart has seen
pack. This year there were so many great ideas - I a strengthening of demand and expects to materialintended to include Footasylum in my NAPS when ly exceed market expectations, with the eps forecast
I made them a buy last month and after two weeks since lifted to 58.8p.
of no move, irritatingly the price took off like a • Based on credit card spend, some commentators
forest fire. At present prices SuperGroup is better claim that consumer habits have changed and we’re
value but as it was included last year I went for spending more on experiences vs buying stuff. It
something else. Alfa, N Brown, Luceco (page 5) doesn’t seem to be ringing true for Restaurant
and OPG (one to revisit?) missed the final cut. As Group (RTN; 296.5p), given that 50% of sites,
always give the list your own thought and buy the which include the Frankie & Bennys chain, are colocated with a cinema. But its wounds are selfones your gut feel dictates are right for you.
• Frontier (FST; 165.5p) - see last month. The inflicted by previous management who reduced
category of virtual personal assistants (VPAs) didn’t menu items and put prices up, alienating customers.
exist a year ago until Google Home and Amazon The business is now being revitalised by Andy
Echo came along. They are among the first wave of McCue - ex Paddy Power. Actions taken this year
truly voice-first devices widely available and have include closing 40 of the worst performing sites to
been selling millions in the past few months. You save £10m; £10m of overhead savings (by 2019);
might say this is a fad but I think this is just the start price resets eg. the fixed price £10.95 lunch menu
of a massive shift from a screen-first relationship was restored; and menu changes, eg. old favourites
with technology, to one that is inherently voice-first. (chicken pasta) returned. Some savings are invested
In fact, within just ten years, 50% of all human to in lower prices and to run promotions. Customers
computer interactions is predicted to be made via can now print or show offers on their phones, such
as, “Cheapest main free, ” which is bringing back
voice-mediated AI.
Frontier has developed silicon solutions incor- customers and Liberum notes a 10% decline in the
porating Google and Amazon’s software and voice average cost of a family of four to dine there since
algorithms, so that third parties can launch VPA McCue joined. They forecast eps of 21.4p and a
products. Companies like Microsoft and IBM will 13.4p dividend this year. It has £110m freeholds.
also want to get in on the action and I suspect there McCue and his chairman recently bought 38,000
shares at c.278p and a trading update is due on 27
will be deals with Frontier in 2018.
• Joules (JOUL; 280p) was a front page write up at January. Liberum sets a 430p share price target.
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• EServGlobal (ESG; 11.6p) - Mastercard has built
a powerful hub for handling international remittances and ESG has a 35.7% stake. See page 1.
• I met Arena Leisure (ARE; 61.5p) three months
ago but didn’t write on it then. The bad news is the
business only operates at breakeven for three
months of the year but the good news is that it more
than makes up for it in the other nine when it
supplies stuff to sporting arenas - furniture, seating,
portacabins, knives and forks, interiors and so on.
The business is breaking that cycle of lossmaking
months through international expansion (US,
Dubai, Kuala Lumpa) and by adding ice rinks to its
portfolio so it can generate income in the winter. It
opened the door this year with 70% of expected
sales already in the bag, up from 54% in 2014.
60% of its sales derive from sporting arenas
and the rest is from corporate events and exhibitions. Striking features are that the business is
entirely rental and the items it rents generally have
a life expectancy of 15-20 years (for instance no
high tech screens). It also has 3-5 year contractual
relationships with venue owners including
Wimbledon, PGA, World Cup etc. With debt of
c.£10m, I’d like to think it could grow into the
Victoria Carpet equivalent of its own fragmented
world and deliver an orgy of acquisitions to accelerate the 15% growth rate (Cenkos forecasts eps of
4.1p for FY18 and 5.1p next).
• Filta (FLTA; 151.5p) might seem an odd choice, a
family dominated company that curiously runs a
franchise operation involved in cleaning deep fat
fryers in commercial kitchens (across pubs, hotels,
restaurants, hospitals, schools and fast food outlets).
Its 182 franchise partners visit 1,500 kitchens in the
UK and 3,555 in the US on a weekly basis and carry
out micro filtration of cooking oil in their deep fat
fryers. Franchisees pay it a one off franchise fee plus
an ongoing royalty to give them the right to operate
the business in a designated postcode and in return
Filta provides all the necessary equipment including
a mobile cooking oil filtration unit (MFU).The US is
a slightly different model as it encourages fewer but
larger franchisees, running multiple vans and it also
wins work centrally for them. It ticks a lot of boxes:
It is adding new franchisees and launching new
services at regular intervals; franchise revenue is
high margin and it has high operational leverage. H1
showed sales up 39% to £6.6m and operating profit
up 62% to £1m. Expansion is underway in Canada.
• Immupharma (IMM; 168p) is the joker in the
pack as it is a biotech and pre-revenue. Its lead drug
is Lupuzor for systemic lupus, an autoimmune
disease. People diagnosed with this used to be given
a 10 year life expectancy but now they can often live
a full life by taking a strong medicine for the rest of
their life caked Benlysta, launched by
GlaxoSmithKline into a market worth US$3.6bn.
IMM has developed an alternative treatment that is
cheaper to produce and begins to work quickly. It
has just completed a 200 patient phase III study.
Participants were randomly assigned to receive
either 200 micrograms of Lupuzor under the skin, or
a placebo, every four weeks (clinical trials.gov
>> continues on page 8

2018 NAPS

>> continued from page 7

identifier: NCT02504645). The final patient
completed the trial in December with no drug
related issues. Top-line results in Feb/Mar will
collate outcomes vs a baseline. The FDA has given
the drug fast track designation and approved a
special protocol assessment (SPA) for the trials,
which means the regulatory agency will accept the
results if they are positive. It could be licenced to a
third party for a hefty upfront payment and be on the
market within a year, generating say 30% royalty on
sales. There are 1.5m estimated patients in US,
Europe and Japan. Target price per patient is
$20,000 per year, so it needs 50,000 patients to
achieve Blockbuster status of US$1bn sales.
• Alpha FX (AFX; 488p) has built a powerful UK
business where it manages risk and executes FX
trades for UK medium and large businesses trading
internationally. It is now taking this model overseas.
It takes no proprietary positions and manages the
FX programs through its own client portal. The
value of its service is highlighted by its increasing
customer size and wallet share, high, stable margins
(c50%), high client retention rates (96%) and
growing, repeatable revenues (c80% CAGR historically). After strong interims in July, forecasts for
the year were lifted by 17% to £6.2m pretax profit
(+44% organic growth) with £7.5m next year.
Directors own 48% and agreed to a three year lockin when the business floated last year. By then,
based on £5.6bn of FX volume (£1.8bn in 2016), it
could deliver £25.6m of revenues and £13m of net
profit/eps 32p, according to Liberum.
• Smart Metering Systems (SMS; 842p) was a
main profile in Oct ‘16. The company’s model is to
buy meters, install them and then charge energy
suppliers an annual fee for their use. The income is
copper bottomed as rentals are mandated by Ofgem
and ultimately guaranteed by the Government and
are index linked. During the month SMS placed
21.7m shares at 690p to raise £146m after expenses
and is now about to lift the lid on its installation rate
of domestic smart meters.
SMS said it has grown the number of meter
and data assets under management to 1.81m as at
30 Sept ‘17 giving rise to annualised recurring
revenue of £52.3m, +8% since the end of June.
This includes 290k domestic smart meters, up 56%
in the three months. The new money leaves SMS
fully funded for 2.5m smart meters and it has the
framework agreements in place with 9 independent
energy suppliers. Back in September, Cenkos was
saying that if SMS achieved its base case assumption by 2020, their DCF valuation would rise to
2,381p.
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7622.88
4190.33

GP3 ended 2017 at a record high following a blow
the lights out month with a gain of 7.2%. Christmas
came early with a 465p cash bid for Styles & Wood
at a 107% premium on our buy. Other success drivers
were record highs at Kainos, IG and SMS whilst
Patisserie and Warpaint forged higher. Even EMIS,
which has recently had a fairly sedate pace of
growth, gained its poise after the NHS funding news
in last month’s Budget. Maybe I am just sentimental
about that one but for me it’s a bit apotropaic to have
here and alongside Kainos and Medica it gives GP3
nice exposure to healthcare.
2017 saw the gulf between GP3’s performance
and the benchmarks’ widen and that is despite
keeping the holdings fairly steady, without manic
churn/overtrading. It shows most money is made in
the sitting. However, stock selection is key and it
was pleasing that even though retail and restaurants
were grim sectors in 2017 due to rising inflation,
poor consumer confidence and a weakening
economy, my two chosen holdings in Patisserie and
SuperGroup carried on delivering. Just on that
point, if you read last month’s issue you will have
gathered that I warmed to Footasylum. I think its
aged 16-24 target customer is not too reliant on the
economy but two things matter to them: price (it is
cheaper than JD) and exclusivity. The shares have
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+94.59%
+16.42%
+18.91%

already surged 30% so good on you if you bought
then and also Future, which has surged similarly.
We didn’t have the cash at the time. But to make
way for new additions, Paysafe leaves GP3 post the
bid. It was the first holding acquired and exits with
a 174% gain in three years. Last month I included a
write up on Frontier (FST) and I’ve decided to add
a holding. VPAs like Amazon Echo or Google
Home might appear a fad but I say it is something
bigger and expect we will all soon be interacting
with computers using voice-mediated AI. Nobody
knows it. A chance for SCSW readers to be in early.

THE GROWTH PORTFOLIO 1

Starting Capital (1/11/94):
Termination Value (12/7/01):
Portfolio gain:
FTSE-100 gain in period:
FTSE-All Share gain:

£25,000
£297,142
+1088.57%
+89.19%
+84.99%

Starting Capital (13/1/01):
Termination Value (28/11/14):
Portfolio gain:
FTSE-100 gain in period:
FTSE-All Share gain:

£50,000
£653,643
+1207.29%
+17.51%
+34.39%

THE GROWTH PORTFOLIO 2

Date Buying
Bought
Price
(p)
265
Patisserie Holdings 19/1/15
2/2/15
938
SuperGroup
6/8/15
197.5
Kainos
1/10/15
1045
EMIS
7/12/15
260.3
Softcat
29/4/16
224
Styles & Wood
5/8/16
220
IG Design
5/9/16
24
Altitude
544
Smart Metering Group 14/10/16
20/1/17
146
Warpaint
Scientific Dig. Imaging 15/2/17
20.5
Medica
10/4/17
190
Alpha FX
27/7/17
470
Frontier Smart Tech 19/12/17
150

Shares
Bought

^

Change on
One Month
+7.15%
+3.28%
+3.42%

Total
Cost
(£)
9320
9472
9969
10495
7845
9005
8845
2925
9565
8849
8080
9593
9445
9045

Transactions take full account of dealing charges and bid offer spreads. Income from dividends
is ignored. Current holdings in the portfolio are valued at mid prices and include all buying
costs. Starting capital £100,000 (2 January 2015). * Part profits taken + Adj. for rights issue
^ Adj for special divs.

Present
Price
(p)
355
1980
340
1015
522
465
398
73
852
242.5
23
200
488
166.5

Cash £
Total £

Value
Now
(£)
12425
19800
17000
10150
15660
18600
15920
8760
14910
14550
8970
10000
9760
9990

8099
194594
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